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III. DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
Advanced HIV
disease

For adults, adolescents and children five years and older, advanced HIV
disease is defined as a CD4 cell count <200 cells/mm3 or a WHO clinical
stage 3 or 4 event at presentation for care. At presentation, all children living
with HIV younger than five years should be considered as having advanced
disease.

Age groups

The following definitions are used in these guidelines for the purpose
of implementing recommendations for specific age groups. It is
acknowledged that countries may have other definitions under national
laws:
• An adult is a person older than 19 years of age (which includes
young people 20–24 years old).
• An adolescent is a person 10–19 years of age inclusive.
• A child is a person one year to younger than 10 years of age.
• An infant is a child younger than one year of age.

Differentiated
service delivery

An approach that simplifies and adapts HIV services to better serve
the needs of people living with HIV and to optimize the available
resources in health systems.

Integrated
service delivery

Integrated health services are health services that are managed
and delivered in a way that ensures people receive a continuum of
health promotion, disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment, disease
management, rehabilitation and palliative care services, at the different
levels and sites of care within the health system and according to their
needs, throughout the life course.

People-centred
care

Care that is focused and organized around the health needs and
expectations of people and communities rather than on diseases.

Key populations

Key populations are groups that have a high risk and disproportionate
burden of HIV in all epidemic settings. They frequently face legal and
social challenges that increase their vulnerability to HIV, including barriers
to accessing HIV prevention, treatment and other health and social
services. Key populations include men who have sex with men, people
who inject drugs, people in prisons and closed settings, sex workers
and transgender people.

Rapid ART
initiation

Initiation of ART within seven days of HIV diagnosis.

Vulnerable
populations

Vulnerable populations are groups of people that are vulnerable to HIV
infection in certain situations or contexts, such as infants, children and
adolescents (including adolescent girls and young men in sub-Saharan
Africa), orphans, people with disabilities and migrant and mobile workers.
They may also face social and legal barriers to accessing HIV prevention
and treatment. These populations are not affected by HIV uniformly in all
countries and epidemics and may include key populations. Each country
should define the specific populations that are vulnerable and key to their
epidemic and response, based on the epidemiological and social context.
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IV. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WHO promotes a public health approach to programming and delivering antiretroviral
therapy (ART), which has enabled access to treatment and care for people living with HIV
to be scaled up in resource-limited settings.
The 2016 WHO consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating and
preventing HIV infection include a chapter that provides several recommendations for
delivering HIV services across the cascade of care from HIV testing to long-term
viral suppression.
These guidelines update provide updated recommendations and good practice statements
in the following areas: starting ART, including initiating treatment outside the clinic and
support for same-day ART start; frequency of clinical visits and ART refills; measuring
adherence; tracing and re-engagement in care; psychosocial support for adolescents
living with HIV; task sharing for diagnostic services; and service integration.
These guidelines were developed in accordance with procedures established by the WHO
Guidelines Review Committee. The recommendations in the guidelines are based on the
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach
to reviewing evidence and formulating recommendations.
The primary audience for these guidelines is national HIV programme managers and
policy-makers in low- and middle-income countries. These updated guidelines will be a
useful resource for clinicians and should help to shape the priorities of policy-makers in
development agencies, international organizations, nongovernmental organizations and
other implementing partners. These guidelines will also be of value to people living with
HIV, communities and civil society organizations that will need to be engaged meaningfully
to support their successful implementation.
These recommendations are intended to encourage continued improvements in access
to ART, simplify care delivery for providers and end users and support return to care for
those who have disengaged. Implementing these recommendations within the overall
public health approach is anticipated to support further reductions in the number of
people acquiring HIV and the number of people getting sick and dying from HIV-associated
causes. The recommendations developed for these and other relevant guidelines developed
since 2016 will be integrated with the updated consolidated HIV guidelines in 2021.
Many individuals contributed to the development of these guidelines including people living
with HIV and representatives from affected communities, from ministry of health, researchers,
implementers, and health care providers. WHO would like to acknowledge and thank the
numerous contributors to these guidelines that were developed during the COVID-19
pandemic and will continue to engage with the global HIV community and Member States
to ensure the continuity and quality of care for people living with HIV during and beyond
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Summary of new recommendations
The following tables present the recommendations, including the strength of the
recommendation and certainty of the evidence, as well as the good practice statements
included in these guidelines. Clicking the hyperlink will take you straight to that section.

Recommendations
Recommendation

Update or
new

Link to section

ART initiation may be offered outside the health facility

New

Section 3

Updatea

Section 5

Updateb

Section 5

New

Section 6

Updatec

Section 8.1

New

Section 8.2

New

Section 9

Updated

Section 10

(Conditional recommendation; low- to moderate-certainty evidence)
People established on ART should be offered clinical visits every 3–6 months,
preferably every six months if feasible
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)
People established on ART should be offered refills of ART lasting 3–6 months,
preferably six months if feasible
(Strong recommendation; moderate- to low-certainty evidence)
HIV programmes should implement interventions to trace people who have
disengaged from care and provide support for re-engagement
(Strong recommendation; low-certainty evidence)
Sexual and reproductive health services, including contraception, may be
integrated within HIV services
(Conditional recommendation; very-low-certainty evidence)
Diabetes and hypertension care may be integrated with HIV services
(Conditional recommendation; very-low-certainty evidence)
Psychosocial interventions should be provided to all adolescents and young
adults living with HIV
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)
Task sharing of specimen collection and point-of-care testing with nonlaboratory personnel should be implemented when professional staffing
capacity is limited
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)
 pdated from a strong recommendation made in 2016 that was based on moderate-certainty evidence.
U
The evidence supporting this recommendation has been re-assessed but the recommendation itself has not changed.
b
U pdated from a strong recommendation made in 2016 that was based on low-certainty evidence. The evidence
supporting this recommendation has been re-assessed but the recommendation itself has not changed.
c
Updated from a conditional recommendation made in 2016 that was based on very low-certainty evidence.
d
Updated from a good practice statement made in 2016.
a

V. Executive summary

Good practice statements
Good practice statement

Update or
new

Link to section

Health systems should invest in people-centred practices and communication,
including ongoing training, mentoring, supportive supervision and monitoring
of health workers, to improve the relationships between patients and healthcare providers.

New

Section 2

The offer of same-day ART initiation should include approaches to improve
uptake, treatment adherence and retention, such as tailored patient
education, counselling and support.

New

Section 4

Viral load for treatment monitoring should be complemented with nonjudgemental, tailored approaches to assessing adherence.

New

Section 7

Disease programmes, especially those related to HIV and TB, should actively
work towards balanced integration of diagnostic services.

New

Section 11

xi
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1. BACKGROUND
WHO’s public health approach to delivering antiretroviral therapy (ART) has enabled access
to treatment and care for people living with HIV to be scaled up, with an estimated 67% of
people living with HIV receiving ART in 2020 – 25.4 million of 38 million people living with HIV,
up from 7.8 million in 2010 (1).
To reinforce the delivery of ART at scale, WHO promotes a public health approach to ART, using
simplified and standardized ART that supports the decentralization of care, task sharing and
community delivery and more efficient procurement and supply management (2). The 2016
WHO consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating and preventing
HIV infection (3) included a chapter that provides several recommendations for delivering HIV
services across the cascade of care from HIV testing to long-term viral suppression.
Despite the progress made in increasing access to treatment, challenges remain. Studies
over the past decade have found that many people living with HIV disengage from care
after starting treatment. In sub-Saharan Africa, about one third of adults disengaged from
care within five years of starting treatment (4). Long-term retention in care is an important
challenge across geographical settings and age groups (5–8), and those who have disengaged
and stopped taking ART are at increased risk of transmitting HIV to other people, progressing
to AIDS and dying.
Since the 2016 WHO consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating
and preventing HIV infection (3) was published and with the rapid scale-up of ART, emerging
evidence and implementation experience and approaches justify reviewing and updating
the service delivery guidance. Following a scoping meeting (9), WHO convened a guideline
development group to address several key questions to help national programmes in
optimizing their delivery of care to all people living with HIV.
These guidelines provide updated recommendations and good practice statements in the
following areas: starting ART, including initiating treatment outside the clinic and support
for same-day ART initiation; frequency of clinical visits and ART refills; measuring adherence;
tracing and re-engagement in care; psychosocial support for adolescents living with HIV;
task sharing for diagnostic services; and service integration.
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Applicability of service delivery recommendations
In contrast to most clinical interventions, service delivery interventions are generally
highly context specific in terms of both relative effectiveness and relative importance
in a given context. Consistent with the burden of disease, much of the evidence
supporting the recommendations in these guidelines comes from studies undertaken
in sub-Saharan Africa. Recognizing the importance of streamlined, standardized
approaches to scaling up HIV services in settings with limited resources, the public
health approach emphasizes strategies such as task sharing, decentralization,
integrating HIV services with other public health programmes and patient and
community empowerment. High-income countries with more resources and fewer HIV
cases favour a more individualized approach to HIV care, although the overarching
framework of the public health approach provides the setting within which this more
personalized service delivery can occur.
Importantly, several populations are subject to structural barriers, including stigma,
discrimination, criminalization and violence. This is especially important to women,
young girls and adolescents and key populations, who are subject to these barriers
across the HIV care cascade. Although service delivery is primarily aimed at developing
programmatic guidance to help implement all the WHO recommendations, using
primarily process-related outcomes and outputs, the basic principles for developing
these WHO recommendations align with the concept of people-centred care, the public
health approach and a rights-based approach.
The forthcoming WHO consolidated guidelines for HIV services for key populations
describes essential strategies for an enabling environment, which includes developing
supportive legislation and policy, including working towards decriminalizing behaviour,
financial commitment, addressing stigma and discrimination, empowering communities
and addressing violence against key populations. WHO also supports a strong emphasis
on workforce training against stigma, discrimination and strategies to support people
who are subject to violence and to ensure that all populations benefit from accessing
better and safer health-care services.

1.1 Objectives
These guidelines are intended to contribute to achieving the Triple-Billion targets.
These service delivery guidelines are expected to help meet UNAIDS commitments and
the 95–95–95 targets (10).

1.2 Target audience
These guidelines are intended for programme managers involved in implementing and
adapting WHO guidelines in national HIV programmes, especially those in low- and middleincome countries. The guidelines will also be of interest to clinicians and other health-care
providers, especially those working in primary care services that are the first point of contact
for recipients of care. The guidelines will also be of interest to national HIV treatment advisory
boards, national HIV and tuberculosis (TB) programme managers, people living with HIV,
community- and faith-based organizations and international and bilateral agencies and
organizations that provide technical and financial support to HIV programmes in resourcelimited settings.

1. Background

The recommendations in these guidelines are important for: people living with HIV of any age;
clinicians and other health-care workers; HIV programme managers and programme managers
of related programmes, including TB, sexually transmitted infections, sexual and reproductive
health, noncommunicable diseases and viral hepatitis; donors; and nongovernmental
organizations.

1.3 Guiding principles
The following principles have informed the development of these guidelines and should guide
the implementation of the recommendations:
• The implementation of the guidelines should contribute to realizing the Sustainable
Development Goals by achieving key global and national HIV goals.
• The guidelines are based on a public health approach to scaling up the use of antiretroviral
drugs along the continuum of HIV prevention, care and treatment.
• Implementation of the guidelines needs to be accompanied by efforts to promote and
protect the human rights of people who need HIV services, including ensuring informed
consent, preventing stigma and discrimination in the provision of services and promoting
gender equity and respectful care.
• Implementation of the recommendations in these guidelines should be informed by the local
context, including HIV epidemiology and the prevalence of other comorbidities, the values
and preferences of providers and beneficiaries, feasibility and acceptability, availability
of resources, the organization and capacity of the health system and anticipated cost–
effectiveness.

1.4 Methods for developing these guidelines
Annex 1 details the full methods for developing these guidelines. In summary, these guidelines
were developed in accordance with procedures established by the WHO Guidelines Review
Committee (11). The recommendations in the guidelines are based on the GRADE (Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach to reviewing evidence
and formulating recommendations (12). Consistent with previous WHO guidelines, these
guidelines are based on a public health approach that considers feasibility and effectiveness
across a variety of settings.
All external contributors to the guidelines, including members of the Guideline Development
Group and the External Review Group, completed a WHO declaration of interests form in
accordance with WHO policy for experts. The WHO Guideline Steering Group reviewed the
declaration of interest forms and the results of the web-based search for each member of the
Guideline Development Group and a management plan was agreed and recorded for each
individual and presented at the guidelines meeting (Annex 1).
The systematic reviews and evidence-to-decision-making tables (web annexes1), prepared in
accordance with the GRADE process, were shared in advance and presented at the meetings,
and the methodologist facilitated discussions. For the updated recommendations, the Guideline
Development Group met virtually on 5–9 October 2020.

All supporting evidence that informed the development of these guidelines is available at: https://www.who.int/publications/i/
item/9789240023581
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All recommendations were made through consensus. Voting was not required, but the
group agreed a priori that two thirds of the votes would be required for a decision. The draft
guidelines were circulated for review to members of the Guideline Development Group and
the External Review Group in November 2020.

1.5 Differentiated service delivery for HIV treatment
In nearly all countries, the delivery of HIV treatment in the initial phase of rapid scale-up was
based on a one-size-fits-all, clinic-based model largely undifferentiated for individual needs
(13). As national guidelines have evolved towards initiating ART for all people living with
HIV, differentiated service delivery for HIV treatment has become a critical component of
recognizing the diversity of people living with HIV in adapting how HIV services are provided.
Differentiated service delivery, previously referred to as differentiated care, is a person-centred
approach that simplifies and adapts HIV services across the cascade in ways that both serve
the needs of people living with and vulnerable to HIV and optimize the available resources
in health systems (14). The principles of differentiated service delivery can be applied to
prevention, testing, linkage to care, ART initiation and follow-up and integration of HIV care
and coinfections and comorbidities. This subsection focuses on differentiated service delivery
for HIV treatment.
As national guidelines have evolved towards initiating ART for all people with HIV regardless of
clinical and immune status, HIV programmes have been challenged to manage an increasingly
diverse set of people’s needs. The 2016 WHO consolidated guidelines (3) identified four groups
of people with specific clinical needs: individuals presenting or returning to care with advanced
HIV disease; individuals presenting or returning to care when clinically well; individuals
established on ART; and individuals receiving an ART regimen that is failing (15). Differentiated
service delivery for HIV treatment has focused primarily on people who are clinically stable
(established on ART – see Box 1). Subsequently, there has been recognition of the need
to adapt services for those with advanced HIV disease, high viral load and comorbidities
through simplified care packages and differentiated models of service delivery; the principles
of differentiating service delivery according to the needs of different groups has also been
extended to improving the uptake of HIV testing and prevention.
In addition to considering people’s clinical needs, differentiated service delivery for HIV
treatment should also consider the specific populations and contextual settings. For example,
differentiated service delivery models should be designed to address the needs of children and
adolescents, pregnant and breastfeeding women and key populations. There is also increasing
experience of how such models have been adapted in settings with lower HIV prevalence,
acute conflict or other emergency responses (16).

1. Background

Differentiated service delivery for HIV treatment considers and adapts four building blocks (Fig. 1).
In any given differentiated service delivery model for HIV treatment, the building blocks need to
be defined separately for clinical consultations, ART refills and psychosocial support.

Fig. 1. The building blocks of differentiated service delivery
for HIV treatment

WHERE

WHEN

HIV clinic / hospital
Primary care clinic
Other clinic
Community
Home

Monthly
Every 2 months
Every 3 months
Every 6 months

+

WHO

Physician
Clinical officer
Nurse
Pharmacist
Community health worker
Client / peer / family member

Client

WHAT
ART initiation / refills
Clinical monitoring
Adherence support
Laboratory tests
OI treatment
Psychosocial support

Since 2016, several countries have adopted and scaled up differentiated service delivery as part
of national policy, especially in sub-Saharan Africa and for adults established on ART (9). The
definition of being established on ART (stability) should be applied to all populations, including
those receiving second- and third-line regimens, those with controlled comorbidities, children,
adolescents, pregnant and breastfeeding women and key populations. These populations
often represent specific cohorts in which retention and suppression of viral loads has been
challenging and hence may benefit more from differentiated service delivery for HIV treatment
models adapted to their needs (17).

Box 1. Criteria for determining whether a person is established
on ART
To support the implementation of these recommendations, WHO has developed criteria
for determining whether a person has been successfully established on ART:
• receiving ART for at least six months;
• no current illness, which does not include well-controlled chronic health conditions;
• good understanding of lifelong adherence: adequate adherence counselling provided;
and
• evidence of treatment success: at least one suppressed viral load result within
the past six months (if viral load is not available: CD4 cell count >200 cells/mm3 or
weight gain, absence of symptoms and concurrent infections). For children 3-5 years,
CD4 cell count >350 cells/mm3.
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The provision of ART should not depend on receiving other services. Differentiated service
delivery for HIV treatment aims to separate clinical consultations from other visits such as visits
for ART refills and/or, if appropriate, psychosocial support. As outlined above, the building
blocks for clinical consultations may differ from those for ART refills or psychosocial support.
Psychosocial support may be aligned with clinical consultation, and ART refill visits or may be
provided separately through additional community and peer support systems. Multi-month
refills may be used alone or within any of the four categories of differentiated service delivery
for HIV treatment listed below, each of which provides additional benefits to both the health
system and clients. Multi-month refills may also be used for children older than two years,
since dosage adjustments become less frequent beyond that age. The recommendations on
the frequency of clinical visits and ART refills are outlined in the executive summary, with
details in Section 5.
Differentiated service delivery models for HIV treatment described in practice and the
literature can be described within one of the following four categories:
• group models managed by health-care workers;
• group models managed by clients;
• individual models based at facilities; and
• individual models not based at facilities.
Groups managed by health-care workers are people living with HIV, defined as those
established on ART who meet at a defined time, either at the facility or in the community, and
are facilitated by a health-care worker (including lay workers). The group environment provides
peer support and education, and the lay health-care worker distributes medication. The most
common example of a group managed by health-care workers is the ART adherence club.
In a South African study including 3216 people across a large urban district, adherence club
retention was 95% at 12 months and 89% at 24 months, and 88% of the members had viral
loads taken, with viral load ≤400 copies/mL for 97% (95% confidence interval (CI) 97–98%)
(18). A high proportion of recipients of care remained in care (87%) and had suppressed viral
loads (94%) up to three years after entering an adherence club, with attendance found to be
highly protective against disengagement (19,20) compared with conventional care. Adherence
club members receiving six-monthly ART refills had similar 24-month retention (93% versus
94%), higher viral load completion (94.5% versus 89.3%) and similar viral load suppression
(96% versus 98%) versus those who received standard care (two-monthly refills and then four
months at year end) (21). In Zambia, rates of late drug pick-up are lower among participants in
urban adherence clubs versus clinic-based participants. This model has also been demonstrated
to be acceptable to both health-care workers and clients (22) and cost effective (23). Positive
outcomes of groups managed by health-care workers in terms of improved retention and viral
suppression have also been reported across populations, including adolescents (24), children
and their caregivers (25), postnatal women (26), men who have sex with men (27) and, more
recently, for those who have previously struggled with adherence (28).

1. Background

Groups managed by clients are groups of people living geographically close who meet at
an agreed community location and nominate a member to collect ART for the group from
the facility on a rotating basis. This member then distributes ART to the group at the agreed
community location. Common examples include community adherence groups, community
ART refill groups and community client-led ART delivery. Data from client-managed group
models have shown improved retention across a range of settings in sub-Saharan Africa
(29–31). Qualitative evidence supports reduced costs, especially from the client perspective,
and increased time savings and benefits of peer support available within this group model
(23,32–35). Health-care workers favoured client-managed groups because they can decongest
the clinics and reduce workload (36,37). Client-managed groups have also been implemented
for family groups, key populations (36) and in unstable settings to support adherence
(33,38,39).
Individual models based at facilities are commonly known as fast-track or quick pick-up and
go beyond extending the ART refill duration. Assigning a specific place (such as direct pick-up
from a pharmacy) and time for ART refills that does not involve consultation with a healthcare worker for clinical review or scripting minimizes time spent at the clinic. Evidence from
such fast-track models has demonstrated reduced waiting times (40,41), reduced missed
appointments (42) and reduced costs from a limited societal and health ministry perspective
(43). A positive impact on retention and suppression of viral loads has also been documented.
In Malawi, retention at five years after enrolment in their six-monthly appointment fast-track
model was >86% versus 47% among those who were eligible but did not enrol (44). In Zambia,
those in the fast-track model were more likely to be retained at 12 months (relative risk
(RR) 1.52) and maintain viral suppression (RR 1.07) (45). The benefits of this approach have
also been demonstrated in low-prevalence (46) and politically unstable settings (39) and
in ART provision to children (47,48). A study of extended ART refills for more than 22 000
children across six sub-Saharan African countries found that 66% had their ART refills
extended beyond one month. Of those with extended refills, 2.6% were lost to follow-up
and 2% died; suppression of viral loads remained high over five years, ranging by year from
79% to 85% (47).
Individual models outside facilities vary according to where in the community services are
provided and by whom. They can be divided into fixed community points (including private
or community pharmacies), mobile outreach ART delivery and home delivery. The impact of
fixed community points on retention and suppression of viral loads has been reported from
several countries, including the Democratic Republic of the Congo, South Africa, Uganda and
Zambia, reporting high retention rates across settings (49–52). In the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, ART refills are provided from community sites run by treatment-literate peers.
Fixed community ART delivery points have also provided six-month ART refills (30) and been
implemented for children (53) and key populations via drop-in centres (54). Home delivery
of ART has been studied in Kenya, South Africa and Uganda, with mixed results on retention
and mortality (55,56). In settings in which costs were analysed, health service and patient
costs were lower for home delivery than for facility care (57).
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The relevance of home delivery within the model mix is context specific in relation to feasibility
for the health system and factors such as distance and stigma. Less published evidence is
available for mobile outreach approaches, but this approach does have the potential to support
an integrated approach to the community delivery of other health services.
A recent rapid systematic review documenting outcomes of differentiated service delivery for
HIV treatment (58) included 29 publications. Of the 37 models described, seven (19%) were
facility-based individual models, 12 (32%) individual models based outside facilities, five (14%)
groups led by clients and 13 (35%) groups led by health-care workers. Where a comparison
with conventional care was provided, retention in most differentiated service delivery models
was comparable to or better than for conventional care; where no comparison was provided,
retention generally exceeded 80%. For suppression of viral loads, all those with a comparison
to conventional care reported a small increase in suppression in the differentiated service
delivery model; reported suppression exceeded 90% in 11 of 21 models (59).
Information available about the costs and benefits of differentiated service delivery for HIV
treatment for patients and the health system is scarce. A review of available literature suggests
that differentiated service delivery for HIV treatment for those who are established on ART
saved patients substantial money on travel costs and greatly reduced the time required to
receive ART, including time spent on transport, waiting in the queue or having a clinic visit,
and modestly reduced the resources the health system used (23).
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2. PEOPLE-CENTRED CARE
Good practice statement
Health systems should invest in people-centred practices and communication, including
ongoing training, mentoring, supportive supervision and monitoring of health workers,
to improve the relationships between patients and health-care providers.

Existing good practice statements
HIV programmes should:
• provide people-centred care that is focused and organized around the health needs,
preferences and expectations of people and communities, upholding individual
dignity and respect, especially for vulnerable populations, and engage and support
people and families to play an active role in their own care by informed decisionmaking;
• offer safe, acceptable and appropriate clinical and non-clinical services in a timely
fashion, aiming to reduce morbidity and mortality associated with HIV infection, and
to improve health outcomes and quality of life in general; and
• promote the efficient and effective use of resources.

Background and rationale
People-centred health services are an approach to care that consciously adopts the
perspectives of individuals, families and communities and sees them as participants and
beneficiaries of trusted health systems that respond to their needs and preferences in humane
and holistic ways (3). This approach acknowledges the experiences and perspectives of healthcare providers that may enable or prevent the delivery of people-centred care that is of high
quality (58).
In HIV care, several studies have shown that people are willing to travel longer distances to
be seen by a health-care provider with a respectful and caring attitude, and negative healthcare worker attitudes contribute to loss to care and poor programme outcomes (60–62). For
key populations in particular, experiencing stigma and discrimination in health-care settings
is a structural barrier to accessing services (63,64). WHO recommends addressing stigma and
discrimination in health-care settings as an important component of ensuring access to HIV
care (65).
A systematic review was conducted up to 1 August 2020 to update guidance and identify
practical ways to enhance people-centred care for people living with HIV (66) (see Box 2). The
review identified 15 studies describing intervention strategies, including adults, adolescents
(67) and children and the following key population groups: sex workers, men who have sex
with men, transgender people and people who inject drugs.
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Box 2. Interventions to improve relationships between
clients and health-care providers
Interventions that were found to improve relationships between clients and health-care
providers could be classified into the following approaches:
• providing friendly and welcoming services:
– Such as by training providers to make general HIV services more welcoming,
providing adolescent-friendly services outside school hours and training providers
to welcome people back into care;
• conducting sensitization training for clinical and non-clinical health-care providers to
improve care for key populations:
– At both the primary care and community levels, which includes issues related to
stigma and discrimination;
• offering individualized adherence counselling and client-centred communication:
– Such as shared decision-making and planning for ART initiation and adherence and
supporting change in provider attitudes towards those who have disengaged from
care;
• facilitating client education in empowerment and communication skills;
and
• providing feedback to health-care workers on client concerns and evaluation of
service quality.
– Such as community score cards and client feedback surveys combined with quality
improvement exercises.

Overall, studies reported beneficial effects of these approaches across the HIV cascade
outcomes, including improved ART uptake, adherence and suppression of viral loads. The
evidence contributing to the systematic review was highly heterogeneous and evidence was
insufficient to determine that any particular strategy was associated with better outcomes than
another.
The Guideline Development Group formulated a new good practice statement considering
the evidence showing that a health systems-based perspective and providing a variety of
people-centred practices will improve relationships between clients and health-care providers.
Not providing tools to improve provider services will likely be non-beneficial and potentially
harmful, considering stigma, discrimination and violence against people living with HIV,
especially among women, transgender people and other vulnerable groups. Health-care
providers should be trained appropriately to ensure that, in addition to improving relationships
with clients, they must also be capable of supporting women and vulnerable groups against
gender or intimate partner violence and sexual health counselling and support.
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3. INITIATING ART OUTSIDE
THE HEALTH FACILITY
ART initiation may be offered outside the health facility
(Conditional recommendation; low- to moderate-certainty evidence)
This recommendation is additional to the routine offer of ART initiation at the health facility.

Background and rationale
Community-based HIV testing approaches are a key component of any HIV testing strategy
(68). In most settings, if a positive HIV diagnosis is made in the community – for example
through mobile health services, community centres, services focusing on key populations and
clients’ homes – the individual is then referred to a health centre to start treatment (68).
WHO recommends rapidly initiating ART, including starting on the same day of a positive
diagnosis, partly because of the large losses previously observed between diagnosis and
initiation (15). A key implementation challenge was ensuring that rapid initiation of ART would
be made available to people living with HIV in different settings and contexts.
Further, losses to care between community HIV testing and ART initiation are substantial. A
2018 systematic review of studies in sub-Saharan Africa found that the proportions linked to
care could be as low as 14% for home-based testing and 10% for community-based testing;
in some settings less than one quarter were known to have started treatment (69). Reported
reasons for not initiating treatment can include feeling healthy, insufficient social support,
HIV stigma, high care-seeking costs and incomplete knowledge of treatment benefits (70).
This is of particular concern for vulnerable populations such as women, young girls and
key populations, who are at heightened risk of stigma, discrimination and violence. WHO
has provided recommendations on how national programmes should work to protect these
populations (65,71). A study from South Africa and Zambia found that people testing positive
in the community often delayed starting ART because of issues related to the quality of care
(including long waiting times, lengthy initiation procedures and lost clinic folders) and stigma
associated with accessing care (72). Other studies have cited lack of time (73) and concern
about long clinic waiting times as the main reported reasons for not linking to care and
starting treatment (74).
A systematic review conducted up to 15 April 2020 identified three randomized trials and
four observational studies providing evidence that offering ART initiation outside the health
facility was associated with an increase in the proportion of people starting ART (RR 1.86, 95%
CI 1.29–2.68), increased retention in care at 6–12 months following ART initiation (RR 1.44,
95% CI 1.33–1.56) and increased suppression of viral loads (RR 1.31, 95% CI 1.13–1.61) (75);
two studies included in this review included key populations (76,77), and one study included
adolescents and young adults (78).
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Benefits and harms
Early initiation of ART is associated with several health benefits, including reduced mortality
and morbidity and reduced onward transmission (79). The offer to start ART before referral to
a health facility has the potential to reduce delays in starting treatment for individuals who are
unwilling or unable to be referred to the health facility to start treatment. Although the studies
that assessed community ART initiation reported no intervention-specific harm, ensuring that
baseline assessments and support are provided either as part of the intervention or on referral
to the health facility are important.

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
When ART initiation is included as an additional component of existing community activities,
additional expertise and resources are needed, as reflected by the studies (75). A randomized
trial of community-based ART in South Africa and Uganda included an activity-based
microcosting study to estimate the annual per-client cost of community-based ART initiation.
The study concluded that community-based ART could cost US$ 275–452 per person with
suppressed viral loads, slightly more than the US$ 214–422 estimated for the facility-based
initiation group (80). Another study, from Malawi, assessed optional home initiation of ART
following HIV self-testing and found that the average annual cost per participant who initiated
ART was US$ 172 versus an annual cost of providing ART in facilities of US$ 858–1165 (81).

Equity and acceptability
Implementing this recommendation could potentially increase access to treatment for
individuals who may experience structural barriers such as criminalization, stigma and
discrimination when attempting to access health-care services to initiate treatment. A study
among female sex workers in the United Republic of Tanzania found that those receiving
community ART initiation were more likely to have started treatment and be retained in care
and less likely to have interrupted treatment or feel high levels of internalized stigma (77,82).
Evidence for adolescents was limited, and acceptability is uncertain.

Implementation considerations
WHO guidelines recommend a readiness assessment at ART start, including ART literacy,
and a clinical assessment that includes CD4 cell count, to determine whether a person
has advanced HIV disease and requires further diagnostic investigation and provision of
prophylaxis (15). WHO further recommends that nurses be able to initiate ART (3), and this
should be facilitated by supportive professional regulations.
Clients starting ART outside a health facility should be linked to a facility and enrolled in a
long-term model of care. ART start should also be accompanied by appropriate counselling
to ensure that individuals understand the importance of lifelong adherence and receive
appropriate support. For those who are not ready to start, referral to care should be provided.
Initiating ART outside a health facility needs to be accompanied by appropriate measures to
ensure that risk assessment and counselling support are provided, including at the time of
initiation and in the period thereafter.
This recommendation applies to all people living with HIV, including children and adolescents.
However, there is very limited experience with ART initiation outside the facility for infants
and young children; antiretroviral drug formulations, especially those for infants and younger
children, may require additional practical advice on administration techniques and/or on
storage conditions. Community health-care providers should be trained and provided with

3. Initiating ART outside the health facility

the tools to deliver effective counselling to caregivers to support and oversee appropriate
administration (83). Additionally, it is important to ensure that adolescents are linked to
psychosocial care and that children and parents are supported with disclosure and ageappropriate treatment literacy in the context of a holistic approach to family-based care.
Implementation of community ART initiation should consider health system requirements
for supporting ART delivery at the community levels, including drug supply chain, laboratory
services, training and supervising health personnel, providing preventive therapy and referral
mechanisms for those who need higher-level care. Such adaptations may require a phased
approach (for example, by starting implementation in settings in which community prevention
and testing activities have been established). The provision of community HIV care should be
included in national initiatives to ensure the quality of care.

Research gaps
Research is needed to improve understanding of client preferences about where to start ART
and how to link to care by age, population and setting (84,85). Tools to support initiation
outside the health facility need to be designed and evaluated. Evidence shows substantial
variability in the size of the community treatment team, and implementation research
would be valuable in defining the optimum staffing complement and minimum set of skills
required. Evidence on how ART initiation outside the facility affects household spending and
catastrophic costs would also be of value.
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4. RAPID INITIATION OF ART,
INCLUDING SAME-DAY START
Existing recommendations
Rapid ART initiationa should be offered to all people living with HIV following
a confirmed HIV diagnosis and clinical assessment
(Strong recommendation: high-certainty evidence for adults and adolescents;
low-certainty evidence for children)
Rapid initiation is defined as within seven days from the day of HIV diagnosis; people with advanced HIV disease
should be given priority for assessment and initiation.

a

ART initiation should be offered on the same day to people who are ready to start
(Strong recommendation: high-certainty evidence for adults and adolescents;
low-certainty evidence for children)
Source: Guidelines for managing advanced HIV disease and rapid initiation of antiretroviral therapy (15).

Good practice statements
The offer of same-day ART initiation should include approaches to improve uptake,
treatment adherence and retention such as tailored patient education, counselling
and support.

Background and rationale
In 2017, WHO strongly recommended that rapid ART initiation be offered to all people living
with HIV following a confirmed HIV diagnosis and clinical assessment, with the offer of sameday start for people who are ready (15). This recommendation was supported by evidence
showing that rapidly initiating ART leads to an increased likelihood of starting treatment and
improved suppression of viral loads and retention in care and may lead to reduced mortality
(86). WHO also strongly recommends that nurses be able to initiate and maintain ART (3).
Uptake of this recommendation in national policy is variable. Several countries have not
adopted this recommendation in national guidance, and some (87) but not all (88,89) studies
have reported poorer retention in care when ART is started on the same day compared with
less rapid ART initiation. Patient perspectives have highlighted the importance of good
counselling and non-judgemental, respectful personnel (90).
A systematic review was conducted up to 28 May 2020 to identify approaches that support
accelerating the offer or uptake of ART after diagnosis among people living with HIV. The
review identified 26 studies; 11 were conducted in general populations and three among
pregnant women, 10 included key populations (seven included men who have sex with men,
two people who inject drugs and one female sex workers) and two included adolescents.

4. Rapid initiation of ART, including same-day start

Many strategies were examined, and these could be classified into (1) strategies targeting
clients, (2) strategies targeting health-care providers and (3) strategies targeting the health
system. Evidence indicated that all these approaches were associated with increased uptake
of ART, suppression of viral loads at 12 months and retention in care at 12 months (91).
The Guideline Development Group recognized the importance of implementing additional
strategies to facilitate and improve same-day ART uptake and support good outcomes.
The systematic review identified a diversity of interventions to improve uptake and outcomes
following same-day ART initiation; some of these interventions provided indirect evidence of
benefit for other aspects of HIV care. This diversity of direct and indirect evidence provided
high certainty in the overall benefit of providing approaches to improve uptake, treatment
adherence and retention and this led the Guideline Development Group to make a good
practice statement. It was considered important to highlight strategies targeting clients,
health-care providers and the health system. Table 1 outlines the most commonly
assessed interventions.

Table 1. Evidence-informed approaches to supporting
same-day ART initiation at the level of the client, provider
and health system
Strategies targeting clients

Strategies targeting
health-care providers

Strategies targeting the
health system

Pre-ART
initiation

Reduce administrative
requirements to initiate ART

Provider training on rapid
ART initiation

Reduce the number of preART sessions

Reduce pre-ART
psychosocial requirements

Provider training on
counselling

First ART counselling on the
day of HIV testing

Aim to improve pre-ART
counselling content and
delivery

Provider supervision,
coaching and mentorship

Increase the duration of
pre-ART sessions

Promote shared decisionmaking

Provider performance
feedback

Expedite the scheduling of
appointments to initiate
ART

Increase duration of preART sessions

Provide standard operating
procedures and guidance
documents

Provide ART first starter
pack immediately with no
pharmacy waiting time

Navigation during ART
initiation visit

Provide decision support
tool (checklist or algorithm)

Point-of-care CD4, TB
testing and diagnosis

Incentives
Post-ART
initiation

Appointment reminders
Short-term ongoing
navigation and support
Intensified post-ART
counselling
Increased duration postART initiation clinical visit
Incentive to attend postART initiation visits
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5. FREQUENCY OF CLINICAL VISITS
AND ART PICK-UP
Recommendations
People established on ART should be offered clinical visits every 3–6 months,
preferably every six months if feasible
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)
People established on ART should be offered refills of ART lasting 3–6 months,
preferably six months if feasible
(Strong recommendation; moderate- to low-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
In 2016, WHO recommended clinical visits every 3–6 months and dispensing ART every
3–6 months for people established on ART (3). Two distinct recommendations were made
to underscore the point that clinical visits and medication pick-up should be considered
separately. These recommendations have been broadly adopted by national guidelines,
with clinical visits and medication pick-up every three months most commonly adopted
according to country surveys (47,92).
A systematic review conducted up to April 2020 assessed the evidence on outcomes
associated with different frequencies of clinical visits and refills of ART (93). The review
identified three randomized trials and three observational studies comparing clinic visit
frequency at three and six months and found no difference in retention in care (RR 0.99, 95%
CI 0.94–1.03, low-certainty evidence) or suppression of viral load (RR 1.02, 95% CI 0.86–1.21,
low-certainty evidence). The review also identified three studies, including one randomized
trial, comparing ART dispensing frequency and found no difference in retention in care
(RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.98–1.02, moderate-certainty evidence); suppression of viral load at six
months was marginally reduced in one study (31) but was similar in the other two studies
(51,94). One study across six African countries reported that children and adolescents who
transitioned to multi-month prescribing maintained favourable outcomes in terms of death,
retention, adherence, immunosuppression and suppression of viral load (47).

Benefits and harms
For people living with HIV who are established on ART, a frequency of clinical visits and
dispensing of ART of 3–6 months is associated with improved outcomes compared with
monthly schedules. The certainty of the evidence was low to moderate. Some of the evidence
supporting these recommendations came from observational studies with methodological
limitations, and there was important variability (heterogeneity) in outcomes across studies.
No harm was identified.

5. Frequency of clinical visits and ART pick-up

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
Many countries have adopted the previous WHO recommendation of clinic visits and ART
dispensing every 3–6 months, demonstrating feasibility across a diversity of settings (47,92).
WHO has also recommended reducing client contact with health services as a way to maintain
essential health services during periods of service disruption (95). Differentiated service
delivery for HIV treatment, including reduced visit frequency and increased ART refills, can
save substantial patient travel costs and greatly reduced the time required to receive ART,
including time spent on transport, waiting in the queue or having a clinic visit (96). Reducing
the visit frequency also reduces health system costs, making this a cost-saving intervention.

Equity and acceptability
A review of preferences among adults living with HIV found that, compared with monthly
drug refills, people living with HIV preferred longer intervals but showed no strong preference
for three-month compared with six-month refill frequency (62). The Guideline Development
Group judged that providing the option of less frequent health service interaction has the
potential to increase equity by improving opportunities to access care for vulnerable and
mobile populations.

Implementation considerations
Reducing the frequency of drug dispensing requires adequate drug supply and the possibility
for appropriate storage for clients, including for community ART delivery. Consideration should
be given to harmonize and optimize scheduling while ensuring patient choice and linkage to
other key services, including viral load and other laboratory investigations, and dispensation
of medications for TB preventive treatment and chronic conditions. Less frequent visits and
less frequent drug pick-up should be implemented across subpopulations to promote a familybased approach to HIV service delivery. However, extended refills should be considered only
for children older than two years when the frequency of dose adjustments becomes less
frequent (17), since younger children need to attend health services for routine services such
as immunization. Additional models of community support may need to consider clinic visits
for certain groups at greater risk of facing adherence challenges, such as adolescents, pregnant
and postpartum women.

Research gaps
Evidence is needed on outcomes associated with less frequent clinical visits and/or drug
refills (beyond six months) for various populations. In particular, there are contexts in which
annual clinical visits are the standard of care and may both benefit clients and reduce costs
for health systems.
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6. TRACING AND RE-ENGAGEMENT IN CARE
Recommendation
HIV programmes should implement interventions to trace people who have disengaged
from care and provide support for re-engagement
(Strong recommendation; low-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
WHO guidelines strongly recommend that programmes provide community support for people
living with HIV to improve retention in HIV care (3). Poor retention undermines programme
outcomes, including reducing mortality and achieving sustained population suppression of viral
loads. Although many programmes have adopted these recommendations to support retention,
loss to follow-up remains substantial in all regions, and especially high in southern Africa,
affecting all age groups (4,97,98). Although some individuals who are no longer engaged in
care have died, recent data suggest that many individuals who are successfully traced are alive
(99), and many are willing to re-engage in care. WHO recommends tracing as one of a range
of potential interventions that could improve linkage between diagnosis and ART initiation (3).
To date WHO has not made any recommendations on tracing activities after ART initiation.
A systematic review conducted up to April 2020 assessed the success of different activities to
trace individuals who have disengaged and identify interventions to support re-engagement
in care; the review identified 37 studies, eight of which included children and adolescents
(100). Overall, the review found that, among those who were alive, 58% (95% CI 51–65%)
re-engaged in care. Tracing and re-engagement actions appeared to be more successful when
people were traced soon after a missed visit compared with a longer period of disengagement.
Approaches to tracing included remote communication (phone, text, mail and email), in-person
tracing and a combination of both approaches.

Benefits and harms
Tracing activities can successfully re-engage people in care and achieve resuppression
of viral load. The certainty of the evidence was judged to be low, mainly because of
important heterogeneity in outcomes across studies leading to imprecise estimates of
benefit. The literature did not identify any important harm. Although tracing activities carry
the hypothetical risk of inadvertently disclosing HIV status that could lead to gender and
intimate partner violence, discrimination and stigma, this risk is considered small and is
outweighed by the benefits of re-engaging individuals into care and onto life-saving ART,
without which there would be increased illness and death. The Guideline Development Group
made a strong recommendation despite low-certainty evidence given the confidence in the
health benefit for clients returning to care and minimal harm associated with tracing and
re-engagement activities.

6. Tracing and re-engagement in care

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
Most reports described tracing activities undertaken by existing health facility personnel; in
some cases, social workers and community health workers formed part of the tracing team,
and personnel were trained. Other associated costs include establishing systems to trace and
support re-engagement. In-person field tracing requires resources to support the travel of
tracing teams, human resources with appropriate training and remuneration, including the
potential need to undertake multiple tracing attempts.

Equity and acceptability
Tracing in the absence of consent may be considered intrusive and may not be accepted by
clients who have disengaged from care (based on a range of motivations). Tracing must also
be sensitive to the need to respect human rights and confidentiality and avoid inadvertently
disclosing HIV status. The Guideline Development Group judged that the intervention would
probably increase equity and is probably acceptable to most people living with HIV if delivered
with a non-judgemental approach. Clients should be provided with the opportunity to consent
to tracing when ART follow-up is discussed during patient counselling and at ART initiation.

Implementation considerations
Support for re-engagement in care can include interventions directed towards patients,
such as peer- or provider outreach and navigation back to care, as well as toward health-care
providers and health facilities, through systems to alert health-care providers that patients
have disengaged. The nature of interventions could include reminders (such as phone calls
or text messages), economic interventions (such as financial incentives or conditional cash
transfers), case management or policy interventions, with steps taken to ensure complete
confidentiality. Programme- or facility-level confidential client contact details should be kept
up to date to ensure successful tracing if and when required. When tracing people who are
not engaged in care is being considered, adequately assessing risks to vulnerable and key
populations is critical. For example, women are subject to increased levels of both intimate
partner and gender-based violence in the context of HIV, and appropriate training of healthcare providers is therefore essential (101). Client-reported reasons are critical to understanding
both general and local reasons for failures of retention; these patient-reported reasons are far
more predictive than sociodemographic factors such as age and sex (102).
The criteria for tracing and recall should consider those who are seven or more calendar days
late for a scheduled appointment. Although efforts should be made to trace everyone who has
missed appointments and/or has abnormal laboratory test results, the following groups should
be given priority: (1) people initiating treatment in the past six months with advanced HIV
disease, (2) people with abnormal laboratory test results, (3) people not initiating treatment
and (4) people overdue for clinical consultations or laboratory tests.
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A non-judgemental approach is essential to supporting people to return to care; this requires
reducing system barriers and improving interpersonal communication by developing the
capacity of health-care providers. The Welcome Back service established by Médecins Sans
Frontières and the Department of Health of South Africa provides a strong example of such an
approach that combines medical and psychosocial support for people who have disengaged
from care (99,103).

Research gaps
Several studies have described the most common reasons for disengagement from care either
before or after initiating ART (70,102,104,105). Research is needed to tailor support that
responds to these drivers to minimize disengagement and support re-engagement at different
stages along the continuum of care. Qualitative research is important to understand the most
acceptable and effective methods of tracing and re-engagement; this research should include
disaggregation of approaches based on the population group (such as key populations),
gender and age.
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7. ASSESSING ADHERENCE
Good practice statement
Viral load for treatment monitoring should be complemented with non-judgemental,
tailored approaches to assessing adherence.

Background and rationale
WHO strongly recommends that adherence-support interventions be provided to people
receiving ART (3). Viral load monitoring is the gold standard for monitoring adherence
and confirming treatment response. Other approaches to monitoring adherence should be
considered as a way to provide additional information about the risk of failure to suppress
viral loads or to support daily tablet-taking behaviour in settings in which viral load testing
is not available. Knowledge of adherence can support decisions about whether a recipient
of care is eligible for simplified models of service delivery and whether to switch treatment
regimens when viral load is unsuppressed.
Simple, affordable measures suggested by WHO to measure adherence include pill counts,
pharmacy refill records and self reporting (Box 3) (106). A systematic review conducted up
to September 2020 identified 50 studies to assess the comparative diagnostic accuracy
of these adherence measures (107). Overall, the review found that all adherence measures
had low sensitivity for identifying people who are non-adherent and have unsuppressed
viral load. For self report, there was a tendency towards higher sensitivity in diagnosing
viral non-suppression when five or more questions were asked as part of the assessment.
Composite adherence measures, such as combining self report with pharmacy refill or
tablet count, appeared to have higher sensitivity.
The Guideline Development Group issued a Good Practice Statement that viral load for
treatment monitoring should be complemented with non-judgemental, tailored approaches
to assessing adherence. This was based on indirect evidence that there is clear value in
adherence measures as an opportunity to discuss issues relating to treatment with patients
and identify potential barriers to maintaining adequate adherence and areas where support
may be needed.
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Box 3. Simple, low-cost approaches for measuring adherence
Pharmacy refill records provide information on when people pick up their antiretroviral
drugs. Some studies (108–110) have found that pharmacy records are a more reliable
measure than self-reported adherence.
Self-reported data are easy to collect and can be a useful adjunct to estimating
non-adherence but are subject to recall bias (106). Counselling on the importance
of remembering ART doses and an environment that promotes and enables honest
reporting of non-adherence are critical components. Self report has been found to be
a more reliable predictor of failure to suppress viral loads when the recall period was
within one week (111).
Pill counts may help to assess adherence. Pill counts usually take place during routine
health visits and may not be feasible in routine care settings. Pill count has been found
to perform better when combined with self-reported adherence (112).
A key value of all these approaches is that they encourage discussions about adherence
with clients.

Specific population groups face additional challenges to adherence, and these should be
considered when implementing the recommended interventions. People receiving ART face a
range of individual, interpersonal, community and structural barriers to adherence, including
issues related to social identity, gender norms, stigma and medical pluralism; unwelcoming
health services; and the need for emotional, practical or financial support for long-term
engagement and adherence (113,114).
Effective monitoring of adherence requires a combination of approaches based on human
and financial resource capacity, acceptability to clients and health workers and understanding
of the local context.
Research is encouraged to identify the most accurate measures of adherence to ART that
are feasible in settings with limited resources as a compliment to viral load testing.
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8. INTEGRATING SERVICES
Chronic care requires integrating and linking related services to ensure comprehensive and
consistent care provision over time, including providing related services in the same settings,
systems to share information and effective referrals across settings and providers. Integrated
services are likely to reduce missed opportunities for initiating ART, to enhance adherence
support and to optimize retention in care.

8.1 Integrating sexual and reproductive health services,
including contraception, within HIV services
Recommendation
Sexual and reproductive health services, including contraception,
may be integrated within HIV services
(Conditional recommendation; very-low-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
Among the 1.9 billion women of reproductive age (15–49 years old) worldwide in 2019, 1.1
billion need family planning and 270 million have an unmet need for contraception. Across
regions, evidence indicates that sex workers have a greater unmet need for contraception than
the general population, and there are reports of excessive reliance on using condoms alone
instead of the recommended dual protection (115–118). The proportion of the need for sexual
and reproductive health including contraception services that was satisfied by modern methods
was 76% globally in 2019, but this fell to less than 50% in western and central Africa. WHO
emphasizes the importance of linking sexual and reproductive health and rights and HIV for
adolescent girls and young women (119). Since women living with HIV face unique challenges
and human rights violations related to their sexuality and reproduction within their families
and communities and from the health-care institutions in which they seek care, particular
emphasis is placed on creating an enabling environment to support more effective health
interventions and better health outcomes (120).
In 2016, WHO made a conditional recommendation that sexually transmitted infection and
family planning services can be integrated within HIV care settings (3). Since that time,
additional evidence has been published supporting the integration of sexual and reproductive
health and HIV. A systematic review published in 2019 that considered linkage and integration
found that the proportion of women receiving an HIV test during the study period ranged
from 35% to 99% for integrated services and from 20% to 95% for non-integrated services
or services integrated at a lower level (121,122); the review summarized findings from several
studies that included adolescent girls and young women. The proportion of women accessing
HIV services using contraception ranged from 54% to 80% for integrated services and from
10% to 83% for non-integrated services (121,122). Integrating HIV testing services with sexual
and reproductive health services is feasible and has potential for positive joint outcomes.
The review included six studies – one cluster randomized trial carried out in Uganda and five
non-randomized cluster trials carried out in Kenya, eSwatini and the United States of America.
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Two studies found that an increase in sexual and reproductive health services, including
contraception, favoured integration; one study found an increase in the uptake of dual
contraceptive methods. In the study that reported dual method use, the proportion of women
using dual methods during the study period was 34% for integrated services and 0% for
non-integrated services (123). The overall certainty of evidence for all outcomes was very low,
and the available evidence is limited (122). In the other direction, another systematic review
of 14 studies found that integrating family planning into HIV care and treatment settings was
associated with higher levels of use and knowledge of modern methods of contraception
among women living with HIV (124).

Benefits and harms
Overall, integration is associated with increased offers and uptake of sexual and reproductive
health services, including contraception, which is likely to result in improved downstream
clinical outcomes. Given the nature of the intervention, the Guideline Development Group
considered that the benefits likely outweighed any possible harm. One fear about integration
is that tasking providers with too many services may reduce the quality of these services.
However, it has been reported that integration can yield positive effects on service quality
as well as client outcomes for contraceptive use, ART in pregnancy and HIV testing (125).
Integrating HIV and sexual and reproductive health services has been found to improve
accessibility, the quality of antenatal care and nurse productivity while reducing stigma
and without compromising uptake of care (126).

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
A study from Zambia found that integrated HIV testing and counselling and voluntary male
medical circumcision services could be provided at a lower cost per client than segmented,
vertical provision (127). A study from Kenya (128) found decreased consultation times when
services were integrated (10 versus 30 minutes); another study from Kenya (129) highlighted
the need for sustained systems and health-care worker support over time. Integration may lead
to increases in service efficiency, but this is likely to be highly context dependent (130–132).

Equity and acceptability
A survey conducted among health-care providers and clients in support of these guidelines
found that more than 90% of respondents considered that integration is important and
feasible. Integration may improve access to sexual and reproductive health services, including
contraception, among key populations. A study from Kenya found that access to sexual and
reproductive health services, including contraception, for women who inject drugs can be
improved by integrating contraceptive and other sexual and reproductive health interventions
into existing outreach-based HIV prevention and harm-reduction programmes (133). Another
study among female sex workers in Kenya found that integration improved access to the use
of non-condom contraception methods, which is important for these people, who may have
difficulty negotiating condom use (134). Integration also has the potential to reduce stigma.
A survey of health-care providers in South Africa found that they considered integration
important for reducing stigma and increasing access to and improving the quality of care (135).
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Implementation considerations
Implementing comprehensive and integrated sexual and reproductive health and rights
and HIV programmes to meet the health needs and rights of the diverse group of women
living with HIV requires that interventions be put into place to overcome barriers to service
uptake, use and continued engagement. In all epidemic contexts, these barriers arise at the
individual, interpersonal, community and societal levels. They may include challenges such
as social exclusion and marginalization, criminalization, stigma, gender-based violence and
gender inequality. Strategies are needed across health system building blocks to improve the
accessibility, acceptability, affordability, uptake, equitable coverage, quality, effectiveness and
efficiency of services for women living with HIV. If left unaddressed, such barriers undermine
health interventions and the sexual and reproductive health and rights of women living with
HIV (120).
A focus on improving investment in the overall health system will be important to support
the integration of sexual and reproductive health services, including contraception and HIV
services. Laws and policy barriers to accessing sexual and reproductive health services,
including for adolescents, need to be addressed. Although this applies to any integration
effort, it is especially important since sexual and reproductive health programmes have
historically been implemented as established vertical programmes within health systems.
WHO strongly recommends that care for women experiencing intimate partner violence
and sexual assault, as much as possible, be integrated into existing health services rather
than being a stand-alone service (120).
Training on human sexuality may facilitate greater understanding of sexually diverse
communities, particularly those identifying as lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender, questioning
or intersex (LGBTQI), as well as adolescents and young people seeking accurate sexual and
reproductive health and rights (SRHR) information and services (68).
Since an increasing proportion of people living with HIV are receiving their HIV treatment
through a differentiated service delivery model with extended ART refills and less frequent
clinical visits, aligning the provision of sexual and reproductive health services, including
contraception commodities – WHO recommends providing one year of oral contraception
and supports community delivery and self-management – with differentiated service
delivery for HIV treatment models should be considered.
Careful planning and coordination are important for both programme management and service
delivery, including establishing integrated data systems and providing consistent cross-training
of health-care providers. Political will, significant coordination, collaboration and integration
across disease programmes are important (136,137).

Research gaps
The evidence supporting approaches to integrating sexual and reproductive health services,
including a range of contraception, with HIV services is limited. Research is encouraged to
identify approaches to integration that lead to better uptake of sexual and reproductive health
services, including contraception; such research should also consider integrating cervical
cancer screening and vaccination. Implementation research is encouraged to evaluate different
strategies of integration in different health systems and social contexts, including providing
contraception in the context of less frequent clinical and ART refill visits.
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8.2 Integrating diabetes and hypertension care
with HIV care
Recommendation
Diabetes and hypertension care may be integrated with HIV services
(Conditional recommendation; very-low-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
Low- and middle-income countries are facing an increasing burden of noncommunicable
diseases. According to WHO, 15 million people 30–69 years old die prematurely from
noncommunicable diseases every year, and 85% of these people live in low- and middleincome countries. Diabetes and hypertension are the major cardiovascular risk factors for
target organ damage of the brain, heart and kidneys. An estimated 425 million people
in low- and middle-income countries currently have diabetes. This number is expected to
increase to 629 million in 2045. The prevalence of hypertension in low- and middle-income
countries is estimated to exceed 20% (138). Thanks to widespread access to ART, the life
expectancy of people living with HIV has improved substantially, and this places them at
risk of noncommunicable diseases that are common with increasing age. In addition to the
elevated risks from modifiable factors for noncommunicable diseases such as smoking, poor
diet and a sedentary lifestyle, people living with HIV have an independent increased risk of
noncommunicable diseases (especially cardiovascular diseases, cervical cancer, depression
and diabetes) related to HIV itself and to ART-related side effects (139,140).
In April 2019, WHO convened an expert scoping consultation on noncommunicable diseases
and mental health conditions with policy-makers, academics and partners from the HIV,
noncommunicable disease and mental health communities to review existing WHO norms
and policies for preventing and managing major noncommunicable diseases and mental
health conditions. Participants identified the need to establish effective approaches
identifying for integrating hypertension, diabetes and HIV services (141).
A systematic review up to December 2019 identified five studies – two interrupted time-series
studies (142,143) and three cluster randomized trials (144–146) – and found that integrated
models of care that include hypertension or diabetes or multi-disease approaches may increase
the number of people controlling both blood pressure and HIV. It also found that offering
integrated care was unlikely to alter mortality (RR 0.90, 95% CI 0.79–1.02). The overall
certainty of evidence was very low, and the available evidence is limited (147).

Benefits and harms
The Guideline Development Group concluded that offering integrated services for managing
hypertension and diabetes with HIV services will have a small beneficial effect and that
any possible harm is small and related to increased workload that may impact the quality
of services.
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Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
The feasibility of integrating diabetes and hypertension care with HIV services may vary based
on the setting and health system factors and should be supported at the planning and policy
level. Involving the community may promote increased uptake of diagnostic, preventive,
treatment and referral services for HIV and noncommunicable diseases (148). One study found
that engaging regulatory authorities early, considering work culture and building the capacity
of a robust interdisciplinary workforce were critically important (149). A comparative study
in sub-Saharan Africa concluded that multi-disease services can be offered at relatively low
marginal cost (150).

Equity and acceptability
Implementing this recommendation may increase access to routine hypertension and
diabetes services among those living with HIV with limited access to primary preventive
services. The results of a WHO survey conducted to support these guidelines indicate that
most respondents considered integrating HIV and diabetes (83%) or hypertension (78%)
care to be very important or important. A systematic review reported high acceptability of
integrated adherence clubs for people receiving chronic medication for controlling both HIV
and noncommunicable diseases (151). Another review found that most people would find
it acceptable to receive noncommunicable disease services in an HIV care setting. HIV care
providers were willing to provide noncommunicable disease services and recognized the
potential benefits of doing so but highlighted concerns around space constraints, increased
workload, training requirements, supply chain shortages and potential effects on other services
as key factors to consider (148).

Implementation considerations
A focus on improving investment in the overall health system will be important to support
the integration of hypertension, diabetes and HIV services. Since an increasing proportion
of people living with HIV are receiving their HIV treatment through a differentiated service
delivery model with extended ART refills and less frequent clinical visits, aligning the provision
of noncommunicable disease commodities with differentiated service delivery for HIV
treatment models should be considered. Sustainable planning for lifelong health among people
living with HIV, supply chain modifications, integration of data systems and consistent crosstraining of health-care workers are also key considerations.
Careful planning and coordination are important for both programme management and service
delivery, including establishing integrated data systems and providing consistent cross-training
of health-care providers. Political will, significant coordination, collaboration and integration
across disease programmes will be important.

Research gaps
The following research gaps were identified: long-term data on the health outcomes of people
living with HIV who have noncommunicable diseases, cost–effectiveness data for various models
of integrated care and implementation research on optimizing the supply chain. Research can
help to define health promotion activities that encourage lifestyle changes and protect against
noncommunicable diseases among people living with HIV, who may face stigma and other challenges
to receiving health promotion through the usual channels. Research is also needed to inform how
hypertension and diabetes care can be integrated with the common differentiated models of service
delivery implemented for HIV. Qualitative research can inform the values and preferences of people
living with HIV and noncommunicable diseases related to how care is delivered.
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9. PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTIONS
FOR ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS
LIVING WITH HIV
Recommendation
Psychosocial interventions should be provided to all adolescents and young adults
living with HIV
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
The 2016 WHO consolidated HIV guidelines detailed the key elements of general care over the
continuum of HIV care for people living with HIV (3). However, adolescents and young adults
living with HIV face distinct and interlinked challenges as they navigate the health-care system,
take on responsibilities of managing their own care and treatment and confronting issues
relating to stigma and disclosure (152).
Adolescence entails biological, cognitive and social changes. It is a phase in the life-course of
increased exploration of identity, vulnerability and experimentation, and navigating this phase
can be particularly complex (153). Adolescents and young adults living with HIV experience
numerous mental and social issues, including depression, stigma, isolation, difficulties with
treatment adherence and retention, sexual risk-taking practices and substance use (154). In
addition, evidence indicates that they are underserved by current HIV services and, compared
with adults 25 years and older, have significantly worse access to and coverage of ART, worse
suppression of viral loads and a high risk of loss to follow-up both before and after initiating
ART (3).
Psychosocial interventions, which adopt psychological, social and/or behavioural approaches to
developing skills and knowledge, have been introduced across a variety of sociodemographic
settings, but these interventions have not been adequately explored as a whole.
A systematic review up to July 2020 assessed the effect of psychosocial interventions on
ART knowledge, linkage to care, adherence to ART, retention in care, viral load, sexual
and reproductive health behaviour and knowledge and improved transitioning to adult
services. Thirty randomized controlled trials of psychosocial interventions for adolescents and
young adults were identified (155). Psychosocial interventions improved adherence to ART
(standardized mean difference 0.39, 95% CI 0.11–0.68); reduction in viral load (standardized
mean difference – 0.26, 95% CI –0.45 to –0.07) and led to increased viral suppression
(odds ratio (OR) 1.9, 95% CI 1.01–3.8) and undetectable viral load (OR 1.8, 95% CI 1.1–3.1).
No undesirable effects were identified. The Guideline Development Group judged the certainty
of evidence to be moderate.
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The systematic review described the following psychosocial interventions:
• interventions that harnessed motivational interviewing, a collaborative, client-centred
counselling style focused on increasing motivational readiness for behavioural change
(156–161):
• interventions that involved adolescents and their caregivers: family-based interventions
to promote mental health and prevent negative behaviour (such as nonadherence) among
adolescents with HIV, which are designed to strengthen communication, problem-solving
and negotiation skills for both adolescents and caregivers (162);
• interventions based around peer support and social networks, which are peer-driven
interventions involving multiple intervention components to target adolescents and young
adults living with HIV and improve outcomes, including adherence to treatment, retention
in care and suppression of viral loads (163–166) and;
• digital means used to introduce new information and deliver behaviour change skills
(167–171).

Benefits and harms
Overall, the net effects on adherence and suppression of viral load were positive. There were
no undesirable effects, and the interventions improved adherence and viral load outcomes.
The Guideline Development Group judged the benefits to be moderate and harm trivial.

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
Overall, psychosocial interventions for adolescents and young adults living with HIV were
found to be feasible to implement (166,172,173). Many studies reported low attrition rates,
indicating that interventions were feasible and well accepted (157,162,174,175). The location
of the intervention also influenced feasibility, with interventions delivered digitally or at home
considered more feasible because of convenience and flexibility (164,176).
Comprehensive training of existing or new personnel and integrating interventions into existing
health-care settings were important for successful implementation (160,177,178). Other feasible
interventions used existing peer support networks to improve engagement in care (163).
A global consultation of adolescents and young adults living with HIV was conducted among
388 respondents across 45 countries supplemented by 10 focus group discussions with 61
adolescents and young adults with HIV across 10 countries (see Annex 1 for a report on the
values and preferences survey). This consultation found that they want psychosocial support to
be provided routinely and stressed the importance of continuous support.
There is potential for digital interventions and delivering support through virtual platforms
(179). There is an opportunity for delivering blended virtual and face-to-face psychosocial
support to support access to equitable and widescale services.
The systematic review found that short-term increases in the costs of widespread
implementation may offset the longer-term economic and social costs of failing to promote
suppression of viral loads for adolescents living with HIV (166). Psychosocial interventions
designed to be implemented by lay counsellors or peer mentors are relatively inexpensive
(162,172,174,180). Costs may be reduced by using digital strategies for delivery (167,173).
The effects of digitally delivered interventions have been identified as being comparable
to or even better than those of in-person interventions (174). Conversely, labour-intensive
interventions are more costly (175).
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Training and employing new personnel to deliver interventions also involve costs. The
Guideline Development Group judged the certainty of evidence on costs and resource
requirements to be moderate.

Equity and acceptability
Psychosocial interventions are likely to improve equity, especially for more vulnerable groups
such as adolescent girls and young women, pregnant adolescents, adolescent mothers and key
population groups and in contexts of high youth unemployment and persistent HIV stigma.
The systematic review showed improvements in health equity when approaches are introduced
to provide structural support, optimize the potential of peer support and networks and when
gender preferences for psychosocial support interventions are considered (166,181,182). The
widespread provision of psychosocial services enables adolescents living with HIV to have a
more equitable chance to benefit from optimal HIV outcomes by ensuring that each young
person receives adequate support to enable them to live physically and mentally well with HIV.
The Guideline Development Group judged that offering psychosocial interventions
to people living with HIV would increase equity. There was minimal uncertainty and little
variability in how much adolescents and young adults living with HIV value the main outcomes.
There was near universal agreement (95% of respondents) that psychosocial support
interventions would help substantially across the HIV cascade and a range of outcomes.
Psychosocial support was considered critical to both the mental and physical health of
adolescents and young adults living with HIV. The findings demonstrate that psychosocial
support is desired and preferred and described as being potentially transformative across
HIV treatment outcomes (diagnosis and initiation onto ART, adherence, retention in care,
suppression of viral load, mental health and sexual and reproductive health and rights).
The findings show that adolescents and young adults living with HIV want to receive
sustained psychosocial support at each stage of the HIV cascade.
Adolescents and young adults living with HIV prefer a varied package of psychosocial
interventions, but they consider peer support especially important in managing their
health. Interventions that focus on strengthening support from trusted family members
and health-care workers are also desired.
Another survey was implemented among frontline health-care workers to assess a wide
range of service delivery practices, gaps and enablers (183); 324 health workers from 30
countries, primarily in sub-Saharan Africa, participated. At each step in the treatment
cascade, the health-care workers reported psychosocial issues as major challenges and
recommended psychosocial support strategies more than any other type of intervention.
The Guideline Development Group found no important variability on preferences
and acceptability.

Implementation considerations
A package of services should be considered that is both acceptable and feasible within
the context in which they are to be delivered. This package should be context specific
and differentiated according to the needs and experiences of different subpopulations
of adolescents and young adults living with HIV.
Some adolescents and young adults living with HIV may require adaptations to the content
and/or delivery of psychosocial programming to meet their needs. These include adolescents
and young adults with disabilities; who are living with mental health conditions or substance
use; who are out of school; who are orphans; who are members of ethnic minority groups;
who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI); who are pregnant; and who
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are living in contexts of adversity such as extreme poverty and/or humanitarian emergencies.
In addition, differences in exposure to risks and protective factors depending on age,
developmental stage, sex, health status, whether they belong to a key population and context
need to be considered.
Evidence supports psychological approaches such as motivational interviewing and cognitive
behavioural therapy. Programmes can include goal setting, problem solving, coping skills,
healthy daily routines, interpersonal and communication skills and activation of social support,
among other strategies. Interventions can be delivered through a range of delivery modalities
and health-care workers, including clinic visits, home visits, support groups (including peer
support and groups that link psychosocial support with ART delivery such as teen clubs), social
media and telephone contact. These should be fully integrated within the package of clinical
services to optimize impact. Facilitators should be able to develop supportive, trusting, nonjudgemental relationships, to maximize engagement in programming; this requires investment
in ongoing training, supervision and support for facilitators.
Interventions should be implemented in keeping with the global principles and standards
for providing high-quality health-care services for adolescents. The highest ethical standards
should be maintained, including voluntary participation, confidentiality, privacy and the best
interests of each adolescent and young person. Failure to participate should not affect access
to ART or other services.
The meaningful involvement of adolescents and young adults living with HIV in planning,
developing, implementing and evaluating interventions would promote the acceptability and
uptake of interventions.
Community support and the involvement of parents, parents, guardians and other community
members in programmes may provide important support for programmes and promote
their success.

Research gaps
Additional research is required to identify interventions that improve outcomes for different
groups of adolescents and young adults living with HIV, such as those with disabilities; those
with mental health conditions; those who acquired HIV perinatally versus horizontally; younger
adolescents; those out of school; orphans; ethnic minority groups; key populations; those who are
pregnant; and those living in contexts of adversity such as extreme poverty and/or humanitarian
emergencies. Research is also needed on content and delivery strategies for interventions
to involve parents and caregivers, for both younger and older adolescents, to assess the
effectiveness of these programmes.
Further research is needed to inform feasible and effective training, supervision and
implementation of support models at scale for facilitators of psychosocial interventions,
including peer providers.
There is an ongoing need for research and programme evaluation from resource-constrained
settings on psychosocial interventions for this group, which would be further supported with
more data on the costs and cost effectiveness of interventions. To further inform implementation,
intervention studies should aim to include methods to capture and report costs.
In addition, to enhance the comparability of study findings, intervention studies are encouraged
to use standardized outcome definitions to report critical outcomes.
Lastly, follow-up beyond the immediate post-intervention period is needed to fully understand
the long-term impact of psychosocial interventions.
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10. TASK SHARING OF SPECIMEN
COLLECTION AND POINT-OF-CARE TESTING
Recommendation
Task sharing of specimen collection and point-of-care testing with non-laboratory
personnel should be implemented when professional staffing capacity is limited.
(Strong recommendation; moderate-certainty evidence)

Background and rationale
In the 2016 WHO consolidated guidelines (3), a good practice statement stated that trained
and supervised non-laboratory personnel, including laypeople, can undertake blood fingerpricks for collecting samples. This statement was made at a time when there were limited data
comparing the performance of specimen collection and/or testing by non-laboratory personnel
versus laboratory professionals. Most data before the 2016 consolidated guidelines focused
on point-of-care diagnostic accuracy studies conducted in the laboratory by
laboratory professionals.
Since 2016, several additional studies have been published, including the diagnostic accuracy
of decentralized and task sharing of specimen collection and/or testing with non-laboratory
professionals (184). In addition, clinical studies examining how point-of-care testing by
non-laboratory personnel affects patients have been published (185). Together, this updated
evidence has supported consideration of using point-of-care infant diagnosis and viral load
testing to improve health outcomes.
In several settings, trained and supervised lay health-care providers are already conducting HIV
testing and performing sample collection using the finger-prick method. In 2016, WHO strongly
recommended that lay providers who are trained and supervised be able to independently
conduct safe and effective HIV testing using rapid diagnostic tests (3,68).
Access to diagnostic testing and sample collection remains low in many resource-limited
settings, partly because of shortages of human resources, especially in rural settings. The lack
of skilled laboratory professionals at health-care facilities and the need to scale up capacity
may require sharing the tasks of point-of-care diagnostic testing and sample collection with
lower cadres of health-care workers. Task sharing may also increase access to testing for key
populations, who may have difficulty in accessing traditional health-care services regardless
of professional staffing capacity.
A systematic review up to August 2018 identified 65 studies, mainly diagnostic accuracy
studies (184). Three randomized controlled trials assessed the clinical impact of point-of-care
testing. Most studies (86%) were carried out in Africa. The certainty of the evidence was rated
as moderate. The diagnostic accuracy analysis included about 15 000 data points. Ten types of
non-laboratory health-care cadres performed nine types of point-of-care tests using 13 assays.
Most studies included nurses. The primary outcome observed across most studies focused
on the diagnostic accuracy of point-of-care testing when performed by non-laboratory
personnel (184).
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Diagnostic accuracy of point-of-care CD4 testing
Compared with laboratory-based testing performed by laboratory professionals, point-of-care
CD4 testing performed by non-laboratory health-care personnel had a mean bias of –35.72
cells/mm3 (95% CI –57.10 to –14.33) (184). Four studies compared the performance of pointof-care CD4 testing between laboratory professionals and non-laboratory personnel. The
performance of each study was within the ±50 cells/mm3 range, and the overall mean bias was
–13.35 cells/mm3 (95% CI –19.97 to –6.72). One study reviewed the performance of a devicefree lateral flow CD4 assay when performed by nurses compared with laboratory-based
CD4 testing performed by laboratory personnel (186) and found better performance of the
test on venous blood (sensitivity: 81.7%, 95% CI 72.3–91.1%; specificity: 82.6%, 95% CI 77.1–
88.1%) than on finger-prick specimens (sensitivity: 60.7%, 95% CI 45.0–76.3%; specificity:
89.5%, 95% CI 83.2–95.8%). No statistically significant difference in performance was
detected by cadre of health-care worker (p = 0.11) or between point-of-care versus laboratorybased testing (p = 0.11).
Diagnostic accuracy and clinical impact of point-of-care infant diagnosis
A systematic review provided summary estimates of the diagnostic accuracy of technologies
capable of being used at the point of care (187). The performance overall was >98% sensitivity
and >99% specificity. Seven of the 11 studies conducted the point-of-care test outside the
laboratory. One study compared internal quality control rates and the return of results to
caregivers for samples run on a point-of-care infant testing technology between nurses and
laboratory-trained personnel to assess how task sharing affects the quality of testing. Failure
rates did not differ significantly between non-laboratory testers (137 of 14 830 tests) and
specialized laboratory-trained testers (28 of 364 tests) (p = 0.35) (139).
Point-of-care same-day testing significantly reduced the time to deliver test results to
caregivers (185). In all seven studies (185), the median time between sample collection and
the results received by the infants’ caregivers was 0 days (95% CI 0–0 days) for point of care,
regardless of the test used, the age of the infant or the type of health-care facility. Same-day
results were returned 97% of the time for point-of-care testing versus 0% for standard care.
For laboratory-based testing, the median time between sample collection and results received
by the caregiver ranged from 8 to 125 days, with a median of 35 days (95% CI 35–37 days).
Five of seven studies had a median time to the caregiver receiving results exceeding 30 days.
The overall proportion of infants living with HIV initiating treatment within 60 days was 90.1%
using point-of-care testing versus 53.7% using laboratory-based testing. The odds ratio of
initiating treatment within 60 days was 7.9 (95% CI 5.4–11.5).
Three studies reviewed the performance of cryptococcal antigen lateral flow assays when used
by non-laboratory personnel (188–190). The non-laboratory personnel correctly identified
cryptococcal antigen with 100% sensitivity and specificity in two of the studies. In the third
study, when tested on serum samples, cryptococcal antigen lateral flow assays had sensitivity
of 93% (95% CI 66–100%) and specificity of 100% (95% CI 88–100%). Two independent
readers had strong agreement for all lateral flow assay results (p < 0.001). When trained
nurses performed cryptococcal antigen lateral flow assays at the point of care, testing was
feasible, had the highest accuracy on serum specimens and may accelerate prophylaxis and
treatment of HIV-associated cryptococcal infections.
In addition, syphilis testing by non-laboratory personnel using the dual HIV/syphilis rapid
diagnostic test had agreement of 0.67 (95% CI 0.36–0.97) and specificity of 99.9%
(95% CI 99.8–100%) versus laboratory technicians (191). Nursing personnel successfully
tested external quality assurance panels using syphilis rapid tests, with sensitivity and
specificity exceeding 90%.
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Three studies compared the performance of alanine aminotransferase and haemoglobin
enumeration tests operated by non-laboratory personnel with laboratory-based technologies
operated by laboratory professionals (192–194). Non-laboratory personnel operated both
tests comparably to the laboratory-based technologies operated by laboratory professionals.
A semiquantitative, visual point-of-care alanine aminotransferase assay performed by nurses
had sensitivity of 87% and specificity of 77% compared with a laboratory-based technology
operated by laboratory professionals. Finally, one study reviewed the performance of creatinine
and lactate testing by non-laboratory personnel at two separate clinics. Creatinine testing
had mean bias values of –4.5 µmol/L (95% CI –2.09 to –6.42 µmol/L) and –5.5 µmol/L (95%
CI –4.49 to –6.42 µmol/L), and lactate testing had mean bias values of 0.01 mmol/L (95% CI
–0.10 to 0.13 mmol/L) and 1.1 mmol/L (95% CI 1.04–1.18 mmol/L).
Clinical impact of point-of-care viral load testing
Using point-of-care tests, same-day viral load results were available to clinicians 99% of
the time (median time to results being returned: 0 days) and to patients 99% of the time
(median: 0 days) (195,196). Using standard care, laboratory-based testing, same-day results
were available for clinicians <25% of the time (median: 2 days) and for patients <1% of the
time (median: 28 days). The observational studies also demonstrated substantially shorter
time to return the results to both clinicians and patients using point-of-care testing versus
laboratory-based testing. The hazard ratio (HR) comparing point-of-care with laboratory-based
testing was 11.7 (95% CI 8.9–15.3) for returning the results to clinicians and 17.7 (95% CI
13.0–24.1) for returning the results to patients.
In the randomized controlled trial, 100% of patients identified with non-suppressed viral
loads initiated second-line ART following point-of-care testing (median: 0 days) versus
44% (median: 76 days) following laboratory-based testing (risk difference 55.6%, 95% CI
23.1–88.0%; HR 10.9, 95% CI 2.1–57.5). The estimated time to any clinical action (either
enhanced adherence counselling or initiating second-line ART) was also shorter following
point-of-care testing versus laboratory-based testing in observational studies.

Benefits and harms
The Guideline Development Group formulated a strong recommendation based on their
judgement of the overwhelming benefits of the intervention, including, but not limited to,
the following.
• Most settings with limited resources and a high HIV burden lack laboratory professionals.
• Decentralized and task-shared specimen collection expands access to testing (dried blood
spot specimens for infant diagnosis and viral load).
• Point-of-care testing leads to more rapid testing, return of results to clinicians and patients
and clinical action.
• Fewer health facility visits are needed for caregivers to receive results and the timing of
results is more reliable.
There was no major harm, but more extensive network support and maintenance were needed.

10. Task sharing of specimen collection and point-of-care testing

Feasibility, cost and cost effectiveness
Overall, task sharing of specimen collection and point-of-care testing with non-laboratory
personnel was found to be feasible and acceptable. Task sharing would save costs with
deployment of less trained personnel for diagnostic testing and sample collection. The
most important cost will be training, ongoing supervision and remunerating non-laboratory
personnel, albeit at a potentially lower cost compared with laboratory professionals.
Decentralization will likely result in increased proportions of non-laboratory personnel
required to perform the specimen collection and testing. This will require careful assessment
and expansion of human resource capacity.

Equity and acceptability
Task sharing of specimen collection and point-of-care testing with non-laboratory personnel
is likely to improve equity, since relying on specialized personnel favours populations in
urban settings and increases the transport burden on rural populations, which generally have
the lowest incomes. Task sharing may also increase access to testing for members of key
populations, who may have difficulty in accessing traditional health services and facility-based
services. Further, decentralizing specimen collection and testing may increase access
to diagnostics, especially including interventions and technologies capable of returning the
results on the same day or within a shorter time frame than laboratory-based testing.
In a systematic review conducted in 2019, 58% of non-laboratory personnel indicated that
preparing dried blood spot specimens for viral load was very easy, 43% indicated that the
specimen collection was easy and 85% of the respondents indicated that preparing dried
blood spots was suitable for non-laboratory personnel (184). Nurses had a 98% success rate of
finger-prick blood specimen collection in South Africa. One study reported an ease-of-use score
for task sharing point-of-care CD4 testing between 1.7 and 3 using a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being
very difficult), and health-care worker trust in the test was measured at 82–100%. Another
study found an odds ratio of 1.9 (95% CI 1.1–3.3) for more rational use of higher-level clinical
personnel time with the introduction of point-of-care CD4 testing operated by lower-level
personnel instead. Further, 94.7% (95% CI 92.9–95.9%) of lay health-care workers rated the
point-of-care CD4 testing technology favourably. All non-laboratory personnel found the pointof-care viral load testing to be easy or very easy to use, and 85% of the respondents indicated
that point-of-care viral load testing was suitable or very suitable for non-laboratory personnel.
Ninety per cent of non-laboratory personnel said that a syphilis rapid diagnostic test was easy
to use, while antenatal care personnel scored the dual HIV and syphilis rapid diagnostic test
2.41 (out of 3, being easiest) for ease of use and 2.27 (out of 3) for ease of interpretation.
A study in Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Eswatini, Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique, Rwanda and
Zimbabwe conducted structured interviews with health-care workers providing infant testing
services and semistructured interviews with national and regional laboratory managers or
early infant diagnosis programme managers before and after point-of-care infant testing was
implemented (195). Health-care workers found point-of-care infant testing easy to use (74%
said it was very simple to run the test) and were very satisfied with the fast turnaround time
and ability to initiate treatment for infants living with HIV sooner (93%).
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Implementation considerations
Access to high-quality diagnostic testing should be continually expanded across HIV and other
molecular testing needs, ideally combining laboratory-based and point-of-care technologies in
an integrated laboratory network. Implementing a wide network of decentralized and taskshared specimen collection and/or point-of-care testing will require centralized support from
national laboratories and programmes to ensure adequate training, mentorship, service and
maintenance, (continuous) quality assurance and accurate data entry at the point of care. In
addition, decentralizing specimen collection and task sharing will require expanding human
resource capacity. Legal and regulatory issues and policies may require adjustments in some
countries to support the decentralization and task sharing of specimen collection and testing
with non-laboratory personnel. Concurrently, scaling up and building human resource capacity,
including strengthening laboratory personnel and capacity, will be critical to expanding
diagnostic access. WHO has developed tools and guidelines for human resources for health
and recommends an approach to systematically address the dynamics of the health workforce
that includes assessing workload indicators among health-care providers.

Research gaps
Additional diagnostic accuracy studies directly comparing the performance of newer point-ofcare technologies (infant diagnosis and viral load testing) between non-laboratory personnel
and laboratory professionals would be valuable.
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11. DIAGNOSTIC INTEGRATION
Good practice statement
Disease programmes, especially HIV and TB, should actively work towards
balanced integration of diagnostic services.

Background and rationale
The aim of universal health coverage and related services is to deliver high-quality peoplecentred integrated service and care. Universal health coverage also emphasizes a fundamental
shift in service delivery such that services are integrated and focused on the needs of people
and communities. One intervention that shows promise in helping to achieve these goals
is diagnostic integration. Significant unmet testing needs remain across diseases, including
HIV, TB, hepatitis, sexually transmitted infections, emerging infections, and other infections.
Programmatic integration (both sharing devices and integrating networks) is a priority
intervention within the universal health coverage agenda to optimize the use of limited
resources and improve care.
WHO developed guidance for countries on the key considerations of multi-disease testing in
2017 (197). In 2019, WHO held a country consultation to share experiences and focus on some
of the key aspects to diagnostic integration (198): funding and resources; optimizing and
mapping the diagnostic networks; integrating systems; and considerations related to patients.
Several countries across all WHO regions are already moving forward with diagnostic
integration, seeing the benefits for programmes and patients. Some countries are also sharing
devices and considering integrating HIV and TB diagnostic services and incorporating hepatitis
C virus, human papillomavirus and emerging outbreak infections. Several technologies exist
that can conduct multiple tests on the same technology and can be considered for diagnostic
integration or device sharing (199).
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Numerous country pilot projects are ongoing or completed, including from the Central
African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, India, Malawi, Mozambique
and Zimbabwe. During the 2019 consultation (198), countries reported the overall
benefits diagnostic integration provides for all health programmes:
• more efficient and comprehensive patient care pathways;
• increased access for underserved or underfunded programmes;
• a more optimized and collaborative integrated diagnostic network with improved
laboratory workflow;
• broader device footprints through shared technologies;
• overall more efficient laboratory services, including data management, sample
transport, quality assurance, service and maintenance and supply chain;
• increased negotiating power with suppliers because of increased volumes and
a stronger voice for lower, more inclusive, transparent and fair prices across
programmes, countries and regions and reduced costs and more efficient use of
limited resources by sharing operational costs;
• shared operational knowledge across programmes;
• streamlined diagnostic capabilities and approaches across stakeholders; and
• encouraging integrated cross-sectoral approaches to high-quality testing services
and care.

In order to consider the utilization needs of all programs and continue to ensure the host
programmes in particular have full access to device capacity, patient and test prioritization
may be necessary. To ensure more rationale integrated testing, a number of countries have
continued testing all people with presumptive TB with the addition of infant HIV diagnosis
and targeted HIV viral load testing; HIV volumes were generally small and ensured no
overutilization. Careful consideration for test volumes across diseases and how to set
priorities among patients for point-of-care and laboratory referral testing will be critical
through network optimization and mapping exercises.
The following challenges have been identified through pilots and programmes.
• Focus is required to adjust the laboratory and clinic workflow on implementing
additional assays on the integrated platform.
• Systems considerations need to be implemented to ensure that results are returned on
the same day, especially for more urgent tests and results, such as infant HIV diagnosis.
• Adequate human resource capacity is needed to manage additional patient demand.
• Service and maintenance contracts are often limited or challenging (this was specific
to the technology implemented during pilots).
• Significant support is necessary to ensure that adequate infrastructure is introduced
Access to high-quality diagnostic testing should be continually expanded across testing
needs, ideally combining laboratory-based and point-of-care technologies in an integrated
diagnostic network without creating dependence on any one technology. Attention should also
be paid to human resources, supply chain, quality assurance, monitoring and reporting and
national regulatory components to develop sustainable and strong integrated networks.

11. Diagnostic integration

Careful planning and coordination are important for both programme management and
service delivery. Political will, significant coordination, collaboration and integration across
disease programmes will be important.
Further, diagnostic integration and device sharing provide several potential mechanisms to
reduce costs across assays, diseases and programmes (198). Increased volumes and utilization
will enable more efficient use of devices within cost and service and maintenance contracts,
given the increase in the number of tests over which the fixed costs can be amortized. The
cost per test decreases as utilization increases. Costs can be shared across numerous activities
and programmes, including instruments, service and maintenance, logistics and commodity
supply chain management, human resources, sample transport, training and mentoring, waste
management, data management, quality assurance, and delivery of results.
Sharing costs between programmes could translate into cost savings for all programmes
and more efficient use of resources. Costs can be shared between the host and beneficiary
programmes under different allocation scenarios (such as by testing volumes, by allocating
entire cost items to each respective programme or by accounting for already incurred
investments). Costs are mainly saved by sharing device costs and service and maintenance
costs (200). Leveraging existing device fleets with available capacity is a feasible approach
to increase access to testing in a cost-effective manner. Tools exist to support countries in
understanding the savings available and determining the most efficient and effective strategy.
A systematic review up to June 2020 (201) found two observational studies reporting
outcomes of integrating HIV and TB testing – one conducted by Médecins Sans Frontières in
Zimbabwe (202) and another by the Clinton Health Access Initiative in Malawi and Zimbabwe
(203). Both studies reviewed the impact of integrating HIV testing with TB testing and how
this affected TB testing, the programme that procured and set up the technology.
Even with the addition of HIV infant testing and targeted HIV viral load testing were
considered, TB testing volumes accounted for about 60% of the total test volumes after
integration. Despite the increase in overall testing volumes, device use never exceeded
75%. No adverse impact was observed on the turnaround time for results or outcomes after
integration with HIV testing. The time to return results and proportion of people initiating
TB treatment were the same before and after the addition of infant diagnosis testing and
targeted viral load testing.
After integration with the TB-procured devices, HIV infant diagnosis and targeted HIV viral
load testing experienced faster turnaround times and increased treatment initiation rates
and the probability of clinical action for infants living with HIV and people living with HIV
receiving ART experiencing viraemia. Offering TB, HIV infant diagnosis and targeted HIV
viral load through integrated testing increased device use without exceeding capacity or
affecting TB services. These studies show that integrated testing was operationally feasible
with appropriate site selection to balance the expected demand. TB testing and treatment
continued to be provided at the same rate.
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Based on the available evidence and country experience, the Guideline Development Group
determined that a good practice statement was indicated, since implementing the integration
of diagnostic services across disease programmes is anticipated to result in net overall benefit.
The Guideline Development Group agreed that programmes should consider integrating
their diagnostic services, both for programmatic reasons and to ensure comprehensive care
for people living with HIV. Increased efficiency is expected to be created, and diagnostic
integration and sharing devices would enable more integrated health services and
diagnostic networks.
Particular anticipated benefits include the potential to improve access to testing by increasing
the device base; leveraging programme knowledge; and shared operational costs. Diagnostic
integration is also expected to create a more optimized, efficient network across diseases,
improve patient care and reduce the costs generated in vertical programmes. Diagnostic
integration is also expected to ensure a more robust and reactive diagnostic network,
particularly positioned to respond to outbreaks and pandemics as they arise.
Knowledge gaps were identified that could benefit from further research, including measuring
the impact of diagnostic integration across disease types (including HIV, TB, hepatitis, sexually
transmitted infections, cervical cancer and disease outbreaks). Implementation research to
generate evidence supporting best practices for diagnostic integration and around the quality
assurance approaches for sustainable delivery of diagnostic integration, especially in a
broader, integrated network, would also be beneficial.
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12. DISSEMINATING, ADAPTING
AND IMPLEMENTING THE GUIDELINES
These updated guidelines will be made available on the WHO HIV website. The key findings
and recommendations will be released in the form of a policy brief. This is in accordance
with the plan to update the consolidated guidelines from 2016, and fully updated guidelines,
including components of treatment and operational and service delivery guidelines, are
planned for publication in mid-2021. The publication will be made available in English.
Translations to other official languages will be developed in coordination with the regional
and country offices.
Media and formats
The recommendations and supporting information will be integrated into the WHO HIV Tx App2
which is a free mobile application for easy access and reference. The App is available globally
for download on major App stores. Printed materials, pdfs and social media links will also be
available to disseminate key messages of WHO recommendations. Key annexes containing
information on the systematic reviews and other supporting information will be uploaded to
the WHO website. Derivative products will be produced to assist countries in adapting and
implementing guidelines into their own context in the form of slide sets, Q&A and webinars
with key stakeholders.
Implementation
The Department of Global HIV, Viral Hepatitis and Sexually Transmitted Infection Programmes
monitors the uptake of HIV-related recommendations through several mechanisms, including
the Global AIDS Monitoring framework, country surveys and population-based HIV impact
assessments, which provides indirect evidence of the impact of WHO recommendations.
The Department will be working with WHO regional and country offices, major donors
and implementing partners to support the uptake and implementation of these guidelines.
Potential barriers include delays in dissemination because of increased time to translate
the document and delayed uptake because of limited resources in countries to change
existing policies.
Updating
Ongoing scoping reviews are carried out to anticipate what guidance might be required
for the coming years. When necessary, rapid guidance and technical and operational
updates will complement the guideline updates.

2

Weblinks: www.hivtx.org/iphone, www.hivtx.org/android
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Annex. Process of developing the guidelines
Background
Since the 2016 WHO consolidated guidelines on the use of antiretroviral drugs for treating
and preventing HIV infection (1) were published and with the rapid scale-up of ART, emerging
evidence and implementation experience and approaches justify reviewing and updating
the service delivery guidance. A scoping exercise was held at the end of 2018 with national
HIV programme managers, implementing partners and representatives from civil society and
academia to define the priority questions (2). A virtual Guideline Development Group meeting
was convened in October 2020, guided by WHO standards for guideline development (3).
Fourteen systematic reviews were undertaken to address the PICO questions formulated and
to inform an update of a definition. This was complemented by other information sources
such as targeted literature searches, programmatic information and primary surveys. Many
individuals contributed to the development of the guideline including people living with
HIV and representatives of affected communities, representatives from ministry of health,
researchers, implementers, and health care providers.

Retrieving, summarizing and presenting the evidence
Evidence synthesis and evidence to recommendations
The GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation)
method was used to rate the quality of the evidence and determine the strength of the
recommendations. The GRADE approach to developing recommendations defines the certainty
of evidence as the extent to which one can be confident that the reported estimates of effect
(desirable or undesirable) available from the evidence are close to the actual effects of interest.
After the evidence is collected and summarized, GRADE provides explicit criteria for rating
the certainty of evidence that include study design, risk of bias, imprecision, inconsistency,
indirectness and magnitude of effect (4). The strength of a recommendation reflects the degree
to which the Guideline Development Group is confident that the desirable effects (potential
benefits) of the recommendation outweigh the undesirable effects (potential harm). Desirable
effects may include beneficial health outcomes such as reduced morbidity and mortality,
reduction of burden on the individual and/or health services and potential cost savings.
Undesirable effects include those affecting individuals, families, communities or health
services as well as the implementation of services that may not be cost effective within a
particular context. Additional considerations include the resource use and cost implications
of implementing the recommendations and clinical outcomes (such as drug resistance and
drug toxicity).
Good practice statements are made when the Guideline Development Group has high
confidence that indirect evidence supports greater net benefit relative to harms and when it
would be unnecessarily burdensome and/or challenging to collect and summarize this evidence.
(large opportunity cost). In addition, that equity and ethical considerations are favourable (5).
Good practice statements are made when it is considered that implementation would result
in a large net positive benefit. Good practice statements would not generally be contested
because not carrying out the best practice would be nonsensical or illogical and/or unethical.
To inform the good practice statements made in these guidelines, efforts were made to gather
the available evidence to inform the discussion and the decision of the group.
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The PRECIS-2 tool was used to assess the extent to which the conduct of a given study
reflects an explanatory (ideal situation) or a more pragmatic (usual care) context. PRECIS-2
has nine domains – eligibility criteria, recruitment, setting, organization, flexibility (delivery),
flexibility (adherence), follow-up, primary outcome and primary analysis – scored from 1 (very
explanatory) to 5 (very pragmatic) (6).
All systematic reviews followed the PRISMA guidelines for reporting systematic reviews
and meta-analyses.
Feasibility and acceptability
The pragmatism of studies provided indirect evidence on feasibility from the systematic
reviews, obtained using PRECIS-2. Other sources of evidence for feasibility included the
UNAIDS database on country adoption of relevant WHO recommendations. Key health ministry
or partner stakeholders provided insights at the Guidelines Development Group meeting
on feasibility in settings with a high burden of HIV infection. In addition, between July and
September 2020, two online surveys of health-care workers, HIV programme managers and
people living with HIV were carried out to assess the feasibility and acceptability of strategies
for delivering HIV services and in parallel for the update of the clinical guidelines, submitted
separately, which included questions that informed the diagnostic questions for these
guidelines. Dissemination of this survey was supported by the HIV Coverage, Quality, and
Impact Network (CQUIN) (7). The results of these surveys were used to inform the acceptability
and feasibility of the range of questions addressed. In addition, an online survey and 10
focus group discussions on psychosocial support intervention for adolescents and youth were
conducted.
Resource use and cost effectiveness
The systematic reviews captured available published evidence on resource use including
costing, cost effectiveness and affordability data. The Guideline Development and External
Review Group included representatives from national programmes, who also provided
perspectives on the resource implications in their countries.
Ethical considerations
Before the Guideline Development Group meeting, the proposed areas of intervention were
reviewed by a WHO staff member with expertise in global health and ethics, and key issues
with respect to equity were outlined to the Guideline Development Group for consideration
when formulating recommendations.

Guideline Development Group meeting
For the updated recommendations in 2020, the Guideline Development Group met virtually
on 5–9 October 2020. Using an electronic survey, the Guideline Development Group ranked
the importance of each systematic review outcome using the GRADE rating scale from 1 to 9
(3). The systematic reviews and evidence-to-decision-making tables, prepared in accordance
with the GRADE process, were shared in advance and presented at the meetings, and the
methodologist facilitated discussions. All recommendations were made through consensus.
Voting was not required but the group agreed a priori that two thirds of the votes would be
required for a decision. The Guideline Development Group formulated good practice principles
based on their knowledge of the optimal approach to delivering HIV services, considering the
absence of harm found in the evidence base and the inapplicability of the evidence to formal
GRADE assessment.
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Peer review
The draft guidelines were circulated for review to members of the Guideline Development
Group and the External Review Group. The WHO Guideline Steering Group reviewed the
comments and incorporated them into the final document with due consideration of any
conflicts of interest of External Review Group members.
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All external contributors to the guidelines, including members of the Guideline Development
Group and the External Review Group, completed a WHO declaration of interests form in
accordance with WHO policy for experts. A brief biography of each Guideline Development
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first meeting of the Guideline Development Group with a description of the objectives of the
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reviewed the declaration of interests forms as well as the results of the web-based search
for each member of the Guideline Development Group. The results were shared with the
WHO Guideline Steering Group, which reviewed the results, and a management plan was
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all conflicts of interest identified and the management plan for any conflicts of interest
were shared with the meeting participants. In accordance with the revised WHO policy for
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reviewed the results of the web-based search to identify any potential competing interest.
The declared conflicts of interest were summarized and presented at the start of the Guideline
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specific recommendations.
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